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Challenges and learning in the building of the Clinical Informatics team

• 3 significant challenges in Acute NHS Trust 

1. Clinical informatics team mirroring the patient journey 
2. Only for EPR delivery – Christmas effect 
3. Long-term development and standards 



Why?
The purpose of the Clinical Informatics 
team is to optimise healthcare delivery 
through strategic application of 
information technology and data 
management within clinical settings

The aim of building the “Office of 
Clinical Informatics “ is to : 

Workflow 
optimisation 

Adoption of systems Regulatory 
compliance and 

standards 

Continuous 
improvement 

Promote innovation 
and research 

Improve digital and 
data literacy in the 

organisation 

Improved data 
collection and 

utilisation 

Connect with users 
and user design

Foster 

collaboration



How did we envisage the Clinical Informatics team?



NHS clinical informatics team journey 

Benefit and Case for change

JD and PS

Selection and development 



Interdisciplinary 
Collaboration – learning 
from each other, breaking 
down silos and hierarchies 

Support the tender, 
selection, strategy and 
implementation of an EPR 

Introduce and build the 
Clinical Safety culture at 
BHRUT 

Support the engagement 
of staff whilst managing 
expectations

Increase informatics 
knowledge for more 
clinicians, promoting 
opportunities for careers 

Test new ways of working – 
positive disruption i.e  
50/50% roles  





NHS clinical informatics team mirroring patient journeys 

Inside and Outside the walls of the hospital 

Competing the same resources = running the hospital or informatics 

Good enough representation or detailed SME





NHS clinical informatics team only for EPR deployment 

CIL for Christmas only ?

Extensive short-term workforce for EPR deployment  

Long-term NHS patient journey CIL representation 





Year in review- notable achievements  



Long-term development and maintaining standards 

Team and running as a 
department or speciality 

Core standards and on-the-top 
opportunities 



Are we focusing on the right skills ? 

100% of staff who 
responded said they had 
developed communication 
, digital safety skills and 
change management skills  



Likely success of the EPR implementation 

35% said there would be a failure of 
success without a CIL team.65% said 

there would be poor adoption. 6% said fair adoption with the team in 
place . 29% said there would be a good 

adoption and use and 65% said it will be 
highly successful . 



Summary - The learning of building a Clinical informatics team 

Vision of creating a team 
that mirrors the 
organisation and journey

Balancing operational 
and informatics 
resources 

Double-layered team for 
EPR and long-term 

Reasoning and 
maintaining standards 
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